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Discrimination Prohibited - Title VI of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 states: "Nc
person in the United States, shall, on the

C141 ground or race, color, or national origin,
be excluded from participation in, be
denied the benefits of, or be subjected to
discrimination under any program or
activity receiving federal financial
assistance." Therefore, the Vocational
Education program, like all other pro-
grams or activities receiving financial
assistance from the Department of
Education, must be operated in compli-
ance with this law.

The project presented herein was
performed pursuant to a contract from
the U. S. Department of Education, Office
of Vocational and Adult Education.
However, the opinions expressed herein
do not necessarily reflect the position or
policy of the U. S. Department of
Education, and no official endorsement
by the U. S., Department of Education
should be inferred.
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Background

The Standards Project
The former United States Office of

Education (USOE) and several profes-
sional assoei-ations have long been
interestecyrn developing and promoting
quality standards for selected subject
areas. In 1978, responding to recom-
mendations by the American Industrial
Arts Association (AIAA) and the indus-
trial Arts Division of the American
Vocational Association (IAD/AVA), the
USOE funded the Standards for Industrial
Arts Programs Project at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University
to develop standards for industrial arts.
The three primary objectives of the
project, as stated by the USOE, were:

To develop a data base on industrial
arts programs (as defined in Title I,
Part C, Section 195(15) of the
Education Amendments of 1976)
and on industrial arts student
organization activities as an integral
part of the industrial arts instruc-
tional program.

To develop a set of standards and
related, handbooks for ensuring
quality industrial arts programs.
To familiarize, publicize, and demon-
strate the standards developed for
industrial arts programs.

From October 1978 through November
1979, the project developed a data base.
The results of this effort are included in
the Report of Survey Data published by
and available through the Industrial Arts
Program Area, Virginia Polytechnic
Institute and State University, Blacks-
burg. Also during this period, future
activiiies were planned and the status
study findings were disseminated.

The standards developed under this
USOE contract are included in this

7
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publicatiOn. These standards serve as
models, for schools, districts, and states
that' wish to develop, adopt, or refine
standards for the improvement of their
industrial arts programs.

The standards for industrial arts
presented here were developed by over
400 industrial arts teachers, state and
local supervisors, teacher educators, and
consultants. The standards are compara-
tive statements that were developed to
determine the strengths and weaknesses
of industrial arts programs.

The standards were written to apply to
both vocationally approved, federally
funded as well as non-federally funded
industrial arts programs. While the
standards were written primarily for
secondary school level industrial arts
programs, many of the specific state-
ments in the standards also are appli-
cable for elementary and post secondary
programs. Of course, the use of these
standards as an assessment tool by any
school system is voluntary.

The four major documents produced by
the Standards for Industrial Arts Pro-
grams Project are entitled:

Standards for Industrial Arts Pro-
grams (this document),

AIASA Guide for Industrial Arts
Programs,

Sex Equity Guide for Industrial Arts
Programs, and

Special Needs Guide for Industrial
Arts Programs.

The three guides should be used with
the standards. The guides offer sugges-
tions for program improvements related
to student organizations, sex equity, and
students with special needs. Together,
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the standards and the three guides can
help improve industrial arts programs.
They contain the best thinking of the
industrial arts profession on what
industrial arts programs should be and
how they can be improved.

How the Standards
Were Developed

The standards were developed and
validated in a series of ten regional
workshops conducted from February
1980 to May 1981. In each of these
workshops, participants were given the
task of developing and/or validating
standards under ten major standard
topics. These initial ten topics were
formulated through a literature review
and input from the project staff and
advisory committees (see Acknowledg-
ments). Each state and territory was
guaranteed a minimum of two partici-
pants at the workshop held in its region,
with greater representation given to
states with larger industrial arts teacher
populations.

A special workshop was conducted in
November 1980 to address the unique
concerns of AIASA, sex equity, and
students with special needs throughout
the standards. Also, special hearings
were held during the AVA Convention in
December 1980 and the AIAA Confer-
ence in March 1981.

A naiionai advisory committee, a five-
member subcommittee, and a local
advisory committee met periodically to
assist in all aspects of the project. These
committees aided in the research phase,
reviewed and considered all input from
the workshops and special hearings, and
refined the standards and guides. This
procedure ensured that the standards
were systematically developed, thoroughly
reviewed, and empirically validated.

of
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Industrial arts, like any school subject,
is in a constant process of change and a
variety of program structures has
evolved. It is impossible to write
exhaustive, conclusive standards at
would answer all of the concerns of these
diverse programs. The project staff and
the other educators who helped develop
the standards have kept'the evolution of
industrial arts in mind. They fully expect
the standards to improve existing
industrial arts programs, evolve with
time, and lend themselves to modifica-
tion as industrial arts programs change
emphasis and expand:
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Application of the Standards

Assessing
Industrial Arts Programs
,Each school system should have a

systematic, continuous evaluation process
which utilizes accepted standards to
assess all elements of its industrial arts
program. The standards contained in this
publication will serve this purpose. The
narrative that follows illustrates how
these standards will fit into the evalua-
tion process. To simplify this process,
assessment can be divided into four
major steps. These are: planning an
assessment, conducting an assessment,
reporting the findings of an assessment,
and overcornjng deficiencies identified
during an assessment.

Step 1 - Planning an Assessment
Before a program is assessed,
decisions must be made concerning
a) which program will be assessed,
b) who will be members of the
assessment team, and c) how and
when the assessment will take
place. The assessment process may
be initiated by either the state
industrial arts supervisor, a local
administrator (such as the industrial
arts supervisor for a local school
system, a school principal, or a
school superintendent), or an indus-
trial arts classroom teacher. The
team should include onp nt more of
each of the following: industrial arts
classroom teachers, school admini-
strators, students, parents, business
and industry representatives, arie
other consultants. This team should
meet and become familiar with the
standards and the assessment
process.

Step 2 - Conducting
an Assessment
he assestiient process involv,es

co aring a given industrial arts
program to standards. In the process,
the assessment team records wheth-
er the program meets, exceeds, or
fails to meet each standard. A
Condensed profile of the program
assessment may be drawn using the
Industrial Arts Program Profile Form
(see section on Assessment Forms).

Step 3 - Reporting the
Findings of an Assessment
The assessment team reports
strengths and weaknesses of the
program being assessed to personnel
responsible for correcting defi-
ciencies. The weaknesses are item-
ized and 'explained and suggested
priorities for correcting deficiencies
are made on the C4ficiency Correc-
tion Report (see section on Assess-
ment Forms).

Step 4 - Overcoming Deficiencies
Identified During an Assessment
Procedures and resources ar
employed to overcome deficiencies.
The assessment team monitors
these procedures to determine their
success in correcting deficiencies
and recommends ai time line for
program re-assessment.

Using the Standards
An understanding of the classification

and organization of the standards is
necessary before conducting an assess-
ment of the industrial alts program. The



standards are divided into ten standard
topics. They are: Philosophy, Instruc-
tional Program, Student Populations
Served, Instructional' Staff, Administra-
tion and Supervision, Support Systems,
Instructional-Strategies, Public Relations,
Safety and Health, and Evaluation
Process. Each of the standard topics is
divided into a number of sub-topics.
Under each standard topic and major
sub-topics are global statements which
describe the standards; these should nots
be marked. For example, Philosophy is
divided into three sub-topics: 1.1
Development, 1.2 Utilization, and 1.3
Review and Revise. Each of these sub-
topics contains a number of standards to
which the program may be compared.

The process of assessing a program
with the standards is relatively simple.
Next to each standard there. are three
symbols. These symbols stand for "Below
Standard" (V), "Meets Standard" (0),
and "Exceeds Standard" (s). Assessing
a program with the standard means
indicating whether the program falls
below, rraets, or exceeds the standard by
marking the appropriate symbol to the
right of each standard.

On the last page of each standard topic
there is a section entitled "Summary for
Profile." In this section a space is
provided to record the number of
standards which are marked "Below
Standard." Subtracting this number from
the total number of standards for the
topic determines the number of standards
that are marked "Meets Standard" and
"Exceeds Standard." The number of
standards met or exceeded for each
standard topic is used to compile. a

. program profile. An Industrial Arts
Program Profile Form is provided in the
Assessment Forms section following
Standard Topic 10. After completion, this
profile is composed of bar graphs upon
which are plotted the total number of

and "exceeds" calculated for
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each standard topic. A sample of a
completed bar graph for the first standard
topic, Philosophy, is shown below:

nD0 1Cht , ...Tuna...

1.--- ___I

0

IS'. 1CC.-

As an example, the number "15- has
been plotted on the graph and the bar is
filled in up to this number. The graphs are
divided along their top edges into
increments of the total number of
standards for the topic they represent.
Along their bottom edges, the bar graphs
are divided into percentage scales so that
it can be quickly ascertained what
percentage of the standards under the
topic the program meet5 or exceeds.
These bar graphs are not designed to
rank in importance either the standard
topics or the individual statements
contained in them. All of the standards in
each standard topic are considered
equally important. A rating of 85 percent
on the standard topic "Philosophy," for
example, does not mean that the areas
marked "Below Standard" can be
ignored. The ultimate goal is 100 percent.
Also a space is provided to summarize
comments and provide additional infor-
mation on strengths and, particularly,
weaknesSes of the program.

Overcoming Deficiencies
A major component of assessing an

industrial arts program is the correction
of identified deficiencies. It is recom-
mended that a separate report be filled
out for each standard that s marked
"Below Standard." A DeficiLucy Correc-
tion Report Form is provided in the
Assessment Forms section for this
purpose. The report form should be
completed by the assessment team, with
major emphasis placed upon clear and



concise statements of the deficiencies
and plans to overcome them.

After the Deficiency Correction Reports
have been completed, they should be
presented to administrators, school board
members, or others responsible for the
industrial arts program. The reports will
provide guidance to the person(s)
responsible for correcting program
deficiencies. The correction process
should be monitored by the assessment
team, as needed, to assure that each of
the deficiencies is corrected. After all
deficiencies are-corrected to the assess-
ment team's satisfaction the overall
assessment process is complete.

Using the Guides for
Program Improvement

Although there are numerous publi
tions which deal with student organiza-
tions, sex equity, and special needs stu-
dents, additional emphasis on these areas
is given in three guides. These are com-
panion publications to, and should be used
along with, the standards.

The AIASA Guide for Industrial Arts
Programs promotes industrial arts
student organizations as integral parts of
industrial arts programs. The United
States Department of Education (USDE)
recognizes the American Industrial Arts
Student Association (AIASA) as an
approved vocational student organiza-
tion. While industrial arts students
belong to many student organizations
within a school, AIASA is the only
national student organization serving
industrial arts students exclusively.
Vocational subjects other than industrial
arts have long had student organizations,
much to their benefit. Infusing AIASA
into the industrial arts curriculum, either

.11
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by initiating a local AIASA chapter or by
affiliating an existing student organiza-
tion with, AI SA, can benefit students
and improve$he industrial arts program.

The Sex Equity Guide for Industrial
Arts Programs documents the growing
need for educators to recognize the major
social and economic changes in the roles
and perceptiorlof males and females. It
directs the attelation of industrial arts
educators to tka-aqt0 role they play in
increasing career oOtns for all students.
Technical assistance is provided in the
guide for ensuring sex equity. The guide
will assist educators in measurably
reducing sex bias and sex-role stereo-
typing attitudes and practices. It offers
detailed options for self assessment and
program improvements that encourage
increased female participation in indus-
trial arts.

The Special Needs Guide for Industrial
Arts Programs is a response to a growing
recognition that students with special
needs should bb welcome in any
classroom. This guide explaiqs some of
the terminology and definitions asso-
ciated with special needs students and
offers strategies for accommodating
these students in industrial arts pro-
grams. Many of the special needs
students, whether. disadvantaged, gifted
and talented, or handicapped, can
succeed in industrial arts programs and be
contributing members of society. -

Together, these three guides- can be
used as resources by administrators and
by industrial arts teachers, supervisors,
and teacher educators. Their obntent
provides general information and techni-
cal assistance to stimulate the integra-
tion of student organizations into
industrial arts programs; provide sex fair
treatment; and actively involve special
needs students in all aspects of the
industrial arts program.
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Below Standard V
Meets Standard 0

Exceeds Standard A

Standard Topic I

Philosophy
The statements contained within this standard topic concern the philosophy of an
industrial arts program A philosophy is a statement of fundamental beliefs which reflect
a value system It serves as a foundation and framework for all elements of a program

Standard Statement
A current, comprehensive, and written philosophical statement is available and
influences thought and action for industr:al arts.

1.1 Development
A philosophical statement for including industrial arts as an integral part of the total
school curriculum is developed.

1. The philosophical statement is developed as a joint effort of a number of
contributors.

a) Industrial arts teachers are involved in developing the philosophical statement VOA
Comment:

b) Administrators and supervisory personnel responsible for local industrial arts VOA
programs are involved in developing the philosophical statement.
Comment:

c) Students, including local American Industrial Arts Student Association VOA
(AIASA) chapter members, are involved in developing the philosophical
statement.
Comment:
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d) Parents, business and industry representatives, and other consultants are VOA
involved in the nevelopment of the philosophical statement.
Comment:

2 The philosophical (tatement is consistent with local. state, and national VOL
philosophies of education and of industrial arts.
Comment:

3. The philosophical statement supports the existence of the program.

a) The philosophy describes the industrial and technological nature of society in
the past, present, and future
Comment:

V 0 A

b) The philosophy identifies the needs, abilities, and interests of all learners, VOA
regardlesz, of race, sex, creed, national origin, or handicapping conditions.
Comment:

c) The philosophy addresses the value of industrial arts including industrial and
technological literacy, career orientation, exploration, and preparation;
avocational activities; economic concepts, consumer skills; creative talents;

- personal and social growth, and problem solving skills.
Comment:

von

d) The philosophy encourages development of personal and leadership skills VOA
through AIASA.
Comment:

e) The philosophy focuses upon the broad categories of communication, VOA
construction, manufacturing, and transportation at all educational levels.
Comment:

15
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4. The philosophical statement is written and on file. \i VOA
Comment:

1.2 Utilization
The philosophical statement is the basis for program direction

1. The philosophical statement is a basis for program playming
Comment:

2. The philosophical statement is a basis for program development.
Comment:

3. The philosophical statement is a basis for program implementation.
Comment:

VOA

VOA

VOA

4. The philosophical statement is a basis for program evaluation. VOA
Comment:

1.3 Review and Revise
The philosophical statement is reviewed periodically and revised when necessary.

1. The philosophical statement is reviewed annually. VOA
Comment:

2. The philosophical statement is revised on the basis of the annual review.
Comment:

VOA



Summary for Profile
17 Number of standards for this topic

Minus number of below standards marked

Total number of standards met and exceeded
(Use this total to fill in the bar graph for this standard
topic on the Industrial Arts Program Profile).

Summary of Comments

O
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Below Standard V
Meets Standard 0

Exceeds Standard A

Standard Topic 2

Instructional Program
The statements contained within this standard topic concern the instructional t ogram.
This program. which reflects the stated philosophy, provides a wide variety of organized
experiences for all students These experiences assist learners in reaching
predetermined gc als

Standard Statement
The instructional program reflects the stated industrial arts philosophy thiough
experiences designed to meet the needs of all students.

2.1 Goals
Program goals are established from the stated philosophy to provide direction for program
development. implementation, and evaluation.

1. The program goals encompass the major purposes of industrial arts.

a) Emphasis is placed upon assisting students in developing insight and
understanding of our industrial and technological society.
Comment:

b) Emphasis is placed upon improving student ability to make informed and
meaningful occupational choices.
Comment:

V OA

V OA

c) Emphasis is placed upon preparing students for entry into advanced trade and VOA
industrial, technical, or other advanced education programs.
Comment:

18
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d) Emphasis is placed upon developing student talents, creative abilities, positive
selfconcepts, and individual potentials related to industrial-technical areas
Comment: -

VOL

e) Emphasis is placed upon developing student abilities in the safe and proper VOA
use of tools, materials, machines, and processes.
Comment:

f) Emphasis is placed upon developing student problem-solving and decision-
making abilities involving industrial materials, processes, and products.
Comment:

VOA

g) Emphasis is placed upon reinforcing the basic skills and interrelating the 70.6
content of industria: arts with other school subjects.
Comment:

h) Emphasis is placed upon developing leadership ability, encouraging and 70A
promoting responsibility, and developing positive social interaction through
AIASA
Comment:

2. Program goals are consistent with local, state, and national standards and VOA
emerging developments in the field.
Comment:

,:.
3. Program goals are developed with input from teachers, administrators, VOL

students, representatives from buness and industry, and other consultants.
Comment:

4. Program goals are written and are on file V 0 A
Comment:
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5. Program goals are utilized by teachers and administrators for planning, VOA
implementing, and evaluating courses
Comment:

6. Program goals are reviewed annually and revised when necessary VOA
Comment:

2.2 Objectives
Objectives which reflect program goals are utilized for each course.

1 Course objectives, written in measurable terms, are presented to students and VOL
are kept on file
Comment:

2 Course objectives are utilized by teachers and administrators for planning, VQL
implementing, and evaluating course content and instructional methods.
Comment:

3. Course objectives are utilized as a basis for developing the industrial arts VOA
component of the Individualized Education Program (IEP)
Comment:

2.3 Content
Course content reflects the intent of the course objectives

1. Course content is developed from course objectives and utilizes approved VQL
curriculum guides, courses of study,, and other professional resources.
Comment:

2 Course content is offered in the broad categories of communication, construction, VOL
manufacturing, and transportation.
Comment:

20
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3. Course content is selected to provide for all students.
Comment:

4. Course content includes the development of personal and leadership skills
through AIASA. ..f.,
Comment:

5 Courses in the industrial arts program are sequential, beginning with broad
orientation and exploration of subject matter areas, followed by specialized
experiences.
Comment:

VOA

VOA

VOA

6. Course content represents the state of the art in industry and technology. VOA
Comment:

7. Course content is organized into course outlines, unit plans, and lesson plans VOL
which are on file.
Comment:

8 An accurate description for each course is available to all students prior to
enrollment.
Comment:

9 Course content is,reviewed annually and revised when necessary
Comment:

70 A

VOA
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2.4 Scheduling
Industrial arts courses are of sufficient duration to achieve stated program objectives

1. Industrial arts is offered for a minimum of 18 weeks. 225 minutes per week at
each grade level of the junior high middle school and, or in each course at the
senior high/high school
Comment:

2 Students are encouraged to enroll in courses from more than one content
category during their total industrial arts experience
Comment:

Summary for Profile
27 Number of standards for this topic

Minus number of below standards marked

Total number of standards met and exceeded
(Use this total to fill in the bar graph for this standard

. topic on the Industrial Arts Program Profile).

Summary of Comments

I

VOL

VOA
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Below Standard V
Meets Standard Q

Exceeds Standaro A

Standard Topic 3

Student Populations Served
The statements contained within this standard topic concern the student populations
served. The industrial arts program may serve all persons, pre-school through adult.
Accommodations in the program are made for students with special needs.

Standard Statement
Alrstudents, regardless of their race, sex, creed, national origin, or special needs are
admitted to and served by the industrial arts program.

3.1 Individual Differences'
All students, regardless of their abilities and needs: are served by the industrial arts
program

1. All students are provided a variety of effective and meaningful lear4ng VOL>
experiences commensurate with industrial arts program goals and course
objectives
Comment:

2. Students who are academically and/or economically disadvantaged are provided VOL
special services and assistance, as required, to enable them to succeed in the
industrial arts program.
Comment:

3. Students who have physical, mental, and/or emotional impairments are provided VOL
special services and assistance, as required, to enable them to succeed in the
industrial arts program.
Comment:

23
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4. Students identified as handicapped and requiring additional or modified
educational services or materials are enrolled only after the Individualized
Education Program (IEP) has been prepared
Comment:

V 0 A

5. Students identified as gifted and 'or taiented are provided learning activities VOA
consistent with their abilities
Comment:

6. Industrial arts is provided for students, regardless of their cultural differences.
Comment:

V 0 A

7. Industrial arts activities are provided for all students appropriate to their maturity VOA
and/or educational level.
Comment:

3.2 Sex Equity
Industrial arts is provided equitably for females as well as males.

1. Females, as well as males, are encouraged to enroll in industrial arts courses. VOA
Comment:

2. Industrial arts activities are provided for all students on a sex-fair basis.
Comment:

V 0 A



Summary for Profile
g Number of standards for this topic

Mil It's number of below standards marked

Total number of standards met and exceeded
(Use this total to fill in the bar graph for this standard
topic on the Industrial Arts Program Profile).

Summary of Comments

;
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Below Standard V
Meets Standard 0

Exceeds Standard A

Standard Topic 4

Instructional Staff
The statements contained within this standard topic concern the instructional staff of an
-industrial arts program The Istructional staff responsible for teaching industrial arts
provides the essential component for a quality program -Staff members should meet the
highest standards of professional aid technical competence

Standard Statement
The instructional staff is both professionally and technically competent to provide
students with a quality, comprehensive industrial arts program.

4.1 Legal/Regulatory Qualifications
The instructional staff meets establish4i state and local degree, certificatioh, and
competency requtr ements

1. The industrial arts teacher possesses a minimum of a baccalaureate degree with VOA
a major in industrial arts education from an accredited teacher ethicaton
program
Comment:

2. The industrial arts teacher is competent in planning% organizing, directing, and V OA
evaluating activities in the industrial arts program.
,Comment:

3. The industrial arts teacher s tectrtcally competent in the assigned teaching V 0
area(s).
Comment:

26
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,
4 The industrial arts teacher is prepared, through preservice, inservice education,

kfi eliminate sex bias and sex-role stereotyping,
-Comment:

?

4

VOA

5. The industrial Arts teacher is prepared, througi preservice/inservice education, VOA
to provide experiences for students with special needs
Comment:

6 The industrial arts teacher is prepared, through preservice, inservice education,
to organize and operate-a local AIASA chapter.
Comment: -

or

.:

7. The industrial arts teacher, through preervice/inservice education, has
knowledge of the legal and liability requirements of classroom/laboratory
operation.
Comment:

4.2 Professional Responsibilities
.The industrial arts teacher fulfills the roles and responsibilities of a professional
educator.

1. The industrial arts teacher is a member of and actively participates in'
professional and technical organizations related to industrial arts.
Comment:

n 0

, k,
f

9

VOA

VOA

VOA

.

2. The industrial arts teacher has a professional development plan for maintaining 17 OA
and expanding professional' and technical teaching competencies.
Comment:

3. The industrial arts teacher participates in a minimum of one industrial arts VOA
related inservice activity annually.,
Comment:

1.7
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4 The industrial arts teacher maintains current knowledge in the industrial arts DOA
field through activities such as reading professional and technical publications
comment:

5 The industrial arts teacher serves as an active member of the school instructional
staff, sharing in decision-making processes and participating in program
promotion and staff development.
Comment:

.3

VOA

6 The iiidustrial arts teacher plans and implementi instruction in cooperation with VOL
counselors and other appropriate support personnel
Comment:

7. The industrial arts teacher has a positive attitude toward the teaching profession VOA
and demonstrates a concern for the advancement of industrial arts education.
Comment:

4.3 Personal Qualities
The industrial arts teacher_exhibits personal qualities that contribute to the fulfillment of
professional responsibilities.

1. The industrial arts teacher. adheres to a written code of ethics related to the VOL
performance of professional teaching responsibilities.
Comment:

2 The industrial arts teacher demonstrates adequate and appropriate written and DOA
oral language skills
Comment:

`S
. ,

3. The industrial arts teacher provides positive leadership in the classroom, the VOL
school. and the firofessiron. ' .
Comment:

...009,\
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4 The industrial arts teacher adheres to acceptable school practices regarding VOA
personal appearance
Comment:

5. The industrial arts teacher exhibits good work habits such as safe practices, VOA
punctuality, neatness, and attendance that have a positive effect upon the
educational environment.
Comment:

6. The industrial arts teacher is sensitive to student needs, recognizes individual VOA
student abilities, and practices appropriate teaching methods that motivate
students to maximum performance.
Comment:

Summary for Profile
20 Number of standards for this topic

Minus number of below standards marked

Total number of standards met and exceeded
(Use this total to fill in the bar graph for this standard
topic on the Industrial Arts Program Profile).

Summary of Comments
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Below Standard v
Meets Standard 0

Exceeds Standard L

Standard Topic 5
it

Administration and Supervision
The statements contained within this standard topic concern the administration and
supervision of an industrial arts program. Administrators and supervisors provide
management of and direction for the program. These personnel perform leadership
functions that ensure attainment of all program goals.

Standard Statement
i,,

Administration and supervision are provided at all levels to ensure a well managed and
comprehensiveindustrial arts program.

5.1 Staffing
An adequate number of certified and qualified administrators, supervisors, and faculty is
provided to ensure attainment of program goals and objectives

1. An adequate number of qualified state industrial arts supervisors is provided.

a) A minimum of one full-time state industrial arts supervisor is provided and an VOA
additional supervisor is provided for every 500 teachers.
Comment:

b) State supervisors are qualified industrial arts teachers, have taught industrial
arts for a minimum of three years, and hold an appropriate master's degree.
Comment:

VOL

c) One 'ull-time, or equivalent, state AIASA advisor is provided in each state VOL
Comment:

T
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2. An adequate number of local industrial arts supervisors is provided

a) A minimum of one full-time local industrial arts supervisor is provided for 25 or VOA
more industrial arts teachers, or for districts with less than 25 industrial arts
teachers, appropriate proportional supervision is provided.
Comment:

b) Local supervisors are qualified industrial arts teachers, hare taught industrial DOA.
arts for a minimum of three years, and hold an appropriate master's degree
Comment:

c) A job description which includes the qualifications, duties, and responsibilities
of each :ocal industrial arts supervisor is available.
Comment:

VOA

3. In addition to local supervision, departmental leadership or management is DOD
provided.

(.. -:. Comment:

4 An adequate number of qualified and certified industrial arts teachers is provided
to meet enrollment demands.

a) A maximum of 20 students are enrolled per teacher, per period of laboratory VOL
activity.
Comment:

b) A minimum of one non-teaching period for preparation is provided each day.
Comment:

c) Time is provided to enable the industrial arts teacher to organize and advise a
local AIASA chapter.
Comment:

VOL

VOL
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5. Teacher aides or paraprofessionals are provided in classes where enrollment of
students with special needs necessitates their assistance
Comment:

5.2 Planning and Organizing
A system is provided which ensures program direction, short and long range planning,
organization, and administration for program operation and improvement

VOA

1. Supervisors and teachers utilize predetermined standards to plan and organize VOA
the industrial arts program.
Comment:

2. Provisions are made for teachers to review, develop, and adapt curriculum and
instrucitton'al materials which are compatible with local and state industrial arts
guidelines.
Comment:

3. Supervisors Pnd teachers cooperatively develop specifications for industrial arts
equipment and resource materials.
Comment:

4. Supervisor:, involve teachers in developing specifications for industrial arts
facility design, development, and renovation
Comment:

5.3 Budgeting
A budgeting system is utilized to ensure the identification and procurement of all
resources essential for the accomplishment of program goals and course objectives.
consistent with student enrollment and unique student needs.

VOA

VOA

VOA

1. Funds are budgeted for purchase of equipment to accomplish course objectives. VOA
Comment:

"32
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.

2. Funds are budgeted for consumable materials and supplies to accomplish course
objectives.
Comment:

3. Funds are budgeted for equipment maintenance and facility improvements to
accomplish course objectives.
Comment:

4. Funds are budgeted for instructional materials to accomplish course objectives.
Comment:

5. Funds are budgeted for staff development.

a) Funds are budgeted for travel, release time, and substitutes for personnel
to participate in inservice professional activities.
Comment:

o

b) Funds are budgeted for travel, release time, and substitutes for personnel
to participate in local, state,, and national AIASA activities.
Comment:

5.4 Directing and Monitoring
Appropriate policy statements, written directives, and supervisory visits are utilized
to ensure full program implementation.

1. Written administrative policies and directives, specifically addressing the
operation of the industrial arts program, are available.
Comment:

2. Teachers are visited on a regularly scheduled basis by supervisory
personnel.
Comment:

VOA

VOA

VOA

VOA

VOA

VOA

V 0,6,
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5.5 Data Collecting and Reporting
An information system is utilized to collect, analyze, transmit, and maintain data on
programs, teachers, and students.

1. Reports required by local, state, and federal agencies are prepared and
submitted on schedule.
Comment:

VOA

2. Accurate financial reports are prepared and submitted on schedule. VO A
Comment:

3. Safety reports are prepared and submitted on schedule. VOA
Comment:

4. Student records are prepared, maintained, and utilized by appropriate
school officials according to local, state, and federal regulations.

a) A biographic, academic, and medical profile is maintained on each
student enrolled in industrial arts.
Comment:

b) Demographic data about all industrial arts students are available by grade
level and by cwirse, including but not linlited to course enrollments by
racial and - ethnic categories, by sex, and by type and number of students
with special needs.
Comment:

5. Records and related information on all advisory committee activities are
prepared and distributed to appropriate staff, administrators, and other
personnel,
Comment:

6. Records and related information on equipment, tools, textbooks, and
supplies are prepared and made available to appropriate personnel
Comment:

VOA

VOA

VOA

VOA
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5.6 Communicating
Commumation is maintained among faculty, administrative personnel, students,
and th community

1. Effective, open communication pertaining to all elements in the
instructional program is estacshed and utilized consistently among
industrial arts faculty and schocil staff.
Comment:

2. Effective, open communication pertaining to all elements in the
instructional program is established and utilized consistently among
administrators, school board members, supervisors, advisory committees,
and faculty
Comment:

3. Effective, open communication pertaining to all elements in the
instructional program is established and utilized consistently among
students, parents, and faculty.
Comment:

Summary for Profile
33 Number of standards for this topic

40 Minus number of below standards marked

Total number of standards met and exceeded
(Use this total to fill in the bar graph for this standard
topic on the Industrial Arts Program Profile).

Summary of Comments
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Below Standard V
Meets Standard 0

Exceeds Standard t

Standard Topic 6

Support Systems
The statements contained within this standard topic concern support systems. These
support systems include human, physical, r nd financial resources that are necessary to
implement the instructional program. These resources are required to provide a
comprehensive, quality industrial arts program.

Standard Statement
Support systems provide human, physical, and financial resources instrumental for
attaining prooram goals and objectives.

6.1 Human Resources
Personnel services are provided and utiiized to support and supplement the industrial arts
program.

1. School support staff services are provided to support the industrial arts program.

,a) Media/instructional resource center services Ere provided to support the
industrial arts program.
Comment:

v0.6.

b) Personnel are available to assist the industrial arts teacher in serving students V 0 i
with special needs.
Comment:

c) Guidance services are provided to assist all students in determining their VOA
interests, aptitudes, and abilities; selecting the program that meets their
career /avocational goals; and expanding their individual options.
Comment:

36
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d) Industrial arts teachers obtain interdisciplinary support to assist in achieving
program objectives.
Comment:

VOA

e) Secretarial and clerical services are provided for industrial arts personnel. VOA
Comment:

f) Custodial services are provided to assure safe and sanitary industrial arts VOA
facilities.
Comment:

g) Maintenance services are provided to assure safe and functional industrial arts V 0 A .
facilities and equipment.
Comment:

h) Medical personnel are available to provide instruction and ensure the safety
and welfare of students and faculty.
Comment:

2. The industrial arts teacher. identifies and utilizes people in the community to
assist in achieving program goals and course objectives.

a) Parents are utilized in achieving program goals and course objectives.
Comment:

VOA

VOA

b) The teacher involves representatives from business and industry to assist in VOA
achieving program goals and course objectives.
Comment:
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c) Members of service/civic organizations are identified and utilized in achieving VOA
the program goals and course objectives.
Comment:

3. An industrial arts advisory committee is established and utilized to support the
program goals and course objectives.

a) An industrial arts advisory committee is established which has representation VOA
of both sexes and the racial and ethnic minorities found in the program areas,
schools, community, or region which the local advisory committee serves.
Comment:

b) The industrial arts advisory committee includes appropriate representation
from business and industry.
Comment:

V OA

c) The industrial arts advisory committee is utilized to advise teachers, VOA
administrators, and the board of education in planning, developing,
implementing, and evaluating the industrial arts program.
Comment:

I

d) The industrial arts advisory committee meets at least twice a year. VOA
Comment:

lb,

6.2 Physical Resources
Physical resources such as the facility, equipment, and instructional materials are
provided to assist in achieving the program goals and course objectives

1. Industrial arts laboratories average 2500 square feet or 125 square feet per VOA
student, exclusive of ancillary space
Comment:

38
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2. Industrial arts ancillary space, at an average of 500 square feet for each VOA
laboratory, is provided for storage of materials, projects/products, and tools.
Comment:

3 The number of students enrolled in an industrial arts class does not exceed the VOA
capacity and safety of the facilities and equipment at a 125 square foot, per pupil,
criterion level.
Comment:

4. Facilities meet existing local, state, and federal helth and safety standards. V 0 A
Comment:

4

5. Facilities are logically arranged and maintained with consideration given to VOA
effective teaching, safety, class management, and economy.
Comment:

)
6. At least 100 square feet of office space per teacher, within or adjacent to the VOA

industrial arts facility, is provided.
Comment:

7. Facilities are reviewed annually and modified, as needed, to accommodate V 0 A
changes in the course objectives and changes in technology.
Comment:

8. Accessibility for the handicapped is ensured through the elimination of VO
architectural barriers
Comment:

9. Lavatory facilities for both sexes are provided near or in the industrial arts VOL 1
laboratory
Comment:

,
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10 Consumable supplies and materials are provided in sufficient quantity and quality VOA
to achieve course objectives.
Comment:

11 Properly maintained tools. machines. and equipment are available on the basis of
their instructional valuein fulfilling program goals and course objectives.
Comment:

V 0 A

)

12 Specially designed or modified tools, machines, and equipment are provided for VOA
students with special needs.
Comment:

13. Equipment meets or exceeds local, state, and federal safety standards VOA
Comment:

.-

14 Books and other instructional materials are supplied in sufficient quantity to meet VOA
program goals and course objectives.
Comment:

15. Books and other instructional materials contain sex-fair language and images VOA
and provide a wide range of role optibns.
Comment:

16. Books 'and other instructional materials are provided to meet the unique VOA
requirements of students with special needs.
Comment:

17. Resource materials developed or approved by the state education agency are VOA
available and utilized at the local level.
Comment:
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6.3 Financial Resources
-Sufficient funds ate budgeted and expended to operate and maintain the industrial arts
,,program. ti>

,
1. The program i pported by an annual written budget based upon the program VOA

needs and student rollment.. -Comment: -

- .
. ..... ,ct2. Budgeted funds for supplies, e 'ment, and rasolitce Materials areexpended to.

fully achieve protgram goals a objectives.
Comment: air

v046.

3. Budgeted funds are expended for staff development activities. VOA
Comment.;

\

4. Budgeted funds are expended to §upport the operation of a local AlASA chapter. V 0 A_
Comment:

Summary for Profile
36 Number of standards for this topic

Minus number of below standards marked ,

Total number of standards met and exceeded
(Use this total to fill inthe bar graph for this standard
topic on the Industrial Arts Program Profile).

Summary of Comments
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...
4.s Below it'andard 77

Meets Standard 0
Exceeds Standard A

Standard Topic 7

Instructional Strategies
The statements contained within this standard topic concern instructional4trategies.
These strategies are the methods utilized to deliver instruction and promote student
achievement of goals and objectives. The industrial arts instructor, pl4ns. implements.'
and evaluates these strategies.

Standard Statement
Appropriate instructional strategies are designed and utilized to meet program goals.
course objectives, and student needs..

-ar

7.1 Planning
Written instructional plans which meet individual needs are developed and utilized to
achieve stated course objectives.

1. Teachers plan and prepare written courses of study designed to develop student VOL
competencies consistent with program goals and course' objectives.
Comment:

2. Teachers plan and prepare current lesson plans based upon the course of study VOL
and student needs.
Comment:

3. Teachers consider alternatives and select appropriate methods to assist students VOA
in meeting course objectives. .,

ComMent:

4. Teachers develop and/or obtain appropriate. up-to-date instructional materials, VOL
Comment:

42
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5 Teachers plan and provide for evaluating the effectiveness of their instruction. VOA
Comment:

./

6. Teachers provide input to the Individualized Education Program (IEP) committee VOA
for handicapped students enrolled in industrial arts.
Comment:

7.2 Implementing
Instructional and leadership development methods are utilized to accomplish course
objectives and meet the unique needs of individual students.

1. The industrial arts teacher utilizes a variety of teaching methods in conducting
classroom and laboratory activities.

a) Both teacher-centered and student-centered instructional methods are 7-0A
utilized.
Comment:

b) Instructional methods include both group and individual student learning VOA
activities.
'Comment:

c) Instructional methods utilized are based upon individual student needs rather VOL
than upon the sex of the students.
Comment:

d) Local AIASA chapter activities are integrated into planned courses Of study and VOA
are utilized in conducting classroom and laboratory activities
Comment:

e) Instructional strategies appropriate for serving students with special needs VOA
have been identified 'and incorporated into the Industrial arts ogram..
Comment:

43
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'

2:Student achievement is measured through a variety of testing techniques and
other evaluation methods
Comment:

V OA

3 Each identified handicapped student enrolled in industrial arts is evaluated VOA
annually through procedures and criteria described in the tndividualized
Education Program (IEP).
Comment:

4. Student Ieadecship skills are developed through a variety of curricular and extra- VOA
curricular activities.
Comment:

Iv,

7.3 Reviewing and ReVising"
1

Instructional strategies are evaluated periodically and revised when necessary.

1. Student achievement is assessed to make systematic decisions regarding the VOA
effectiveness of instructional materials and teaching strategies.
Comment:

1

2. Provisions are ,made for student input into the evaluation of instructional VOA
strategies.
Comment:
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16 Number of standards for this topic

- Minus number of below standards marked

Total number of standards met and exceeded
(Use this total to fill in the bar graph for this standard
topic on the Industrial Arts Program Profile).

Summary of Comments
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Below Standard V
Meets Standard Q

Exceeds Standard A

Standard Topic 8

Public Relations
The statements contained within this 'standard..topic concern public relations. An
informed and involved public is essential to the prpmotion of an industrial arts Program., .
Various media are utilized to inform target populations. -.

Standard Statement
Various methods and media are utilized to inform and involve the educational
community, the lay public, business, industry, and government to generate support and
ensure full program implemer.;3tion.

8.1 Target Populations
The educational community, the lay public, businets_ industry, and government are
informed of and given, the opportunity to participate in industrial arts programs and
activities. >.

1. Students, parents, faFulty and Staff, school administrators, and members of
professional teacher organizations are interned of and given the opportunity to
participate in industrial arts programs and activities.

a) Students promote and support industrial arts programs through involvement in
activities, including.AIASA.
Comment:

b) Parents support and participate in the industrial arts program by functioning as
paraprofessionals, advisors, or resource people.
Comment:

c) Non-industrial arts faculty and staff are informed about the industrial arts
program for the purpose of generating supOort, guidance, and interdisciplinary
educational opportunities.
Comment:

.VOL

VOL

'VOA
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d) Building and district-administr'ators are informed about and participate in the
industrial arts program.
Comment:

V 0 A

e) State level administrators are informed about and participate in the industrial V OA
arts program.
Comment:

f) Local, state, and national professional associations are informed about and VOA
participate,in the industrial arts program.
Comment:

2. The industrial arts faculty actively encourages community involvement and
promotes a greater understanding of the program's needs and accomplishments.

a) Community service organizations are infoimed of and encouraged to support VOA
the industrial arts ,program.
Comment:

b) Business and industrial personnel are informed of andt
given the opportunity to

participate in industrial arts programs and activities.
Comment:

VO

c) Management and labor personnel are informed of anclencouraged to support V 0 A
and participate in selected aspects of the industrial arts program.
Comment:

d) Technical, professional,, and labor organizations are informed of and
encouraged to support and participate in the industrial arts program.
Comment:

V 0 A
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3. A public information plan is developed and implemented which includes active
participation with government at all levels

a) A public information program is utilized to inform and encourage the support of
local elected and appointed officials, including school board members.
Comment:

VOA

LI) A public information program is utilized to inform and encourage support of VOA
the elected and appointed state officials, including legislators and executive
branch personnel.
Comment:

c) A public information program is utilized to inform and encourage the support of V OA
elected and appointed national officials, including legislators and executive
branch personnel.
Comment:

8.2 Media
Various media are ut zed to communicate the goals, objectives, and accomplishments of
the industrial arts program.

1. Radio and television are utilized to promote the industrial arts program activities VOA
and accomplishments.
Comment:

2. Articles describing unique activities and,accomplishments of the industrial arts VOA
program are prepared and published in tfse local news media on a regular basis.
Comment;

3. Handbooks and brochures describing the 'industrial arts program, goals,
objeCtives, and policies are prepared and utilized.
Comment:

48
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4. Articles describing industrial arts program activities and accomplishments are VOL
prepared and published in local, state, and national professional publications.
Comment:

5. Media events, including open houses, exhibits, displays, presentations; VOA
demonstrations, and industrial arts education week activities are utilized to
promote the program.
Comment:

Summary for Profile
18 Number of standards for this topic

Minus number of below standards marked

Total nymber of standards met' and exceeded
(Use this total to fill in the bar graph for this standard
topic on the Ihdustrial Arts Program Profile).

Summary of Comments
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Below Standard
Megts Standard

Exceeds Standard

. Standard Topic 9

Safety and Health
The statements contained within this standa(d topic concern safety and health. A
comprehensive safety and health program is essential to the success of a quality
industrial arts program. The program provides for a safe environment and promotes life-
long attitudes and practices regarding safety and health.

Standard Statement
A written, comprehensive safety and health program is implemented to ensure safe
working conditions and practices..

9.1 Program
av----7-.,-Learning experiences and activates ere designed for the development of knowledge,

skills, and attitudes concerning the safe use of tools, machines,,materials, and processes.

1,. An instructional plan for safety and health is prepared utilizing community
resources, administrative personnel, instructors, and safety literature.

V
0
A .

a) Teachers prepare a written plan for a compreh,iive safety and health VOA
program.
Comment:

b) Administrative personnel provide input for and approval of the safety and VOA
health program.

.. , , Comment:

c) Community resources, including the industrial arts advisory committee, VOA
provide input to the safety and health prbgram. .

Comment:

50
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d) Local, state, and national safety and health literature and regulations are VOA
utilized in planning the safety and health program.
Comment:

2. Safety and health instruction is included in classroom and laboratory activities.

a) Safety and health information is included in instruction for all laboratory
activities.
Comment

V 0 A

b) teacher and student activities reinforce safety and health instruction. VOA
Comment:

r
c) Safety and health instruction is adapted to individual student needs.

Comment:

f,

3. Techniques are utilized to assess the effectiveness of the safety and health
program.

V 04

i r
a) Safety and health practices are monitored continuously and reviewed annually V 0 A

by the teacher.
Comment:

b) Local administrators assess and make recommendations for the improvement
of the safety and health program.
Comment:

V 0 A

c) Proper authorities, external to the school, inspect periodically and repOrt on the V 0 A
safety and health program.
Comment:

51
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d) Students demonstrate acceptable knowledge, skills, and attitudes of safety and V 0 A
health practices and rules through written and performance tests, and in-class
behavior.
Comment:

e) Teachers and administrators review each recorded accident and all unsafe
practices to correct deficiencies.
Comment:

2 Physical Environment
The physical facilities and equipment are designed, constructed, and maintained to
ensure a safe and healthful learning environment.

VOA

1. Laboratory facilities meet safety and health laws and regulations. V 0 A
Comment:

v

2. Laboratory facilities conform to acceptable industrial al ts safety and health
practices. .

V

a) Safety zones an_ d aisles are properly marked.
Comment:

b) Lighting is appropriate for the activities performed within the facility.
Comment: _

c) Proper exhaust system equipment which removes fumes, chips, and dust from
the building is provided,
Comment:

I

d) Proper equipment is provided to heat, cool, and ventilate all instructional and
ancillary areas. ,

Comment:

,..

52

V 0 A

V OA

V 0 A

V 0 A
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e) Approved safe cabinets, containers, or rooms are provided to store flammahle
and corrosive materials.
Comment:

1) Special safety and health accommodations are provided for students with
special needs.
Comment:

g) Floors and all other surfaces are kept free of waste material, grease, and
obstructions.
Comment:

V 0 A

V 0 A

V 0 A

h) Floors have non-skid surfaces, with special application on machine-operator V 0 A
work areas.
Comment:

i) Each laboratory with powered equipment has the equivalent of one easily
accessible emergency disconnect switch (panic button) per perimeter wall.
Comment:

ij Fire extinguishers of the correct class are provided in appropriate locations.
Comment:

k) A first-aid kit and related emergency supplies are provided in accordance with
local regulations.
Comment:

3. Machines and tools are selected, organized, guarded, color coded, controlled. and
ventilated in accordance with regulations and codes.

a) Equipment which satisfies state and federal regulations is selected on the
basis of the ability to meet program objecuves safely.
Comment:

V 0 A

V 0 A

V 0 A

V 0 A
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b) Machines and tools are placed, mounted if necessary, and arranged in a safe
and functional manner.
Comment:

V 0 A

c) All machines and power tools are provided with approved commercial guards VOL
and safety devices.
Comment:

d) Safety guards remain in place, except when the machine is disconnected for VOL
cleaning, repair, or adjustment.
Comment:

e) Any machine or tool found to be unsafe is removed from service and marked VO A
accordingly.
Comment: ir'

1 f) Color-coding schemes for safety purposes are used throughout the industrial VO A
arts laboratory.
Comment:

g) Conveniently located magnetic control switches and/or control boxes and VOA
braking devices are pr9vided for appropriate machines.
Comment: /

, -d
h) Lockable master switch boxes are located in each industrial arts laboratory. VOA

Comment:

1.

--------.,i) Machines and work stations where dust or Wales are pioduct...d beyond v0a ..
accepted health limits are connezted to an exhaust system.
Comment:
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4. Personal protection devices are used by teachers, students, and visitors to
maximize safety, and such *Dames are sanitized to maximize health ;;-. the
laboratory.

a) State or fedeialli approved eye protectiOn devices are required of all persons
exposed to conditions-which may cause eye injury
Comment:

\ .
b) State or fedelellNapproved ear protection deices are required of all persons

-,
-

exposed to conditions which mqy cause ear damage.
'Comment:

e

.

c) State or federally approved respiratory protection devices are required of all
persons exposed cOnditionswhich may cause respiratory problems.
Comment: ",

07. sA

;

VOA

VOA

VOA

d) State or federally 'approved head protection devices are required of all persons VOA
exposed to conditions which_may cause head injury

.Comment: ,

. \
e) Specially adapted personal phatection,devices are available kir and used by VOA

students with special needS. '
Comment:

14

f) Teac s and students wear appropriate clothirigwhen exposed to conditions VOA
T, which warrant such protectiori

Comme t:

A.

6) Personal protectioo devices requiring sanitation are saniuzed after each use. VOA
Comment:

I
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5. Corrective and preventive maintenance is performed within a reasonable time VOA
following written notification to the appropriate administrator.
Comment:

9.3 Records
Records are on file to document the existence of an effective safety and health program.

1. Safety and health instructional records are on file.

a) Lesson plans documenting provision for safety and health instruction are on
file
Comment:

b) Results of written and performance tests and observations documenting_
student safety and health knowledge, attitudes, and skills are on file.
Comment:

2. Records detailing current safety and health conditions in the facility are on file.
R 0

v OA

VOA

a) Inspection, maintenance, repair, and replacement records are current and on VOL
file.
Comment:

..,
b) Records of each accident and the follow-up procedures taken are on file.

Comment:

c) Emergency procedures for responding to accidents are posted and on file.
Comment:

56
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Below Standard V
Meets Standard 0

Exceeds Standard A

Standard Topic 10

Evaluation Process'
The statements contained within this standard topic concern the evaluation process. All
elements of the program are systematically and continuously assessed and compared to
desired standards. The standards in this document serve as bases for the evaluation of
industrial arts programs.

Standard Statement
A systematic. continuous evaluation program exists and utilizes standards to assess all
elements of industrial arts programs.

10.1 Establishing a Data Collection and Analysis System
Appropriate procedures are established and utilized to obtain valid, and reliable
information for program assessment.

1. Teachers, administrators, and supervisors determine what aspects of the V OA
industrial arts program are to be included in the data collection and analysis
system.
Comment:

2. The target sites and populations to be assessed are selected by appropriate VOA
individuals
Comment:

3. Instruments, based upon the standards contained in this document, are designed VOA
and/or selected to obtain valid and reliable information
Comment:

58
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10.2 Collecting and Analyzing Data
Data on selected aspects of the industrial arts program are collected on a prescribed
schedule.

1. Instruments are administered annually to collect valid and reliable data on VOL
selected aspects of the industrial arts program.
Comment:

2. Data on the total industrial arts program are collected at least once every five VOL
years.
Comment:

3. Data are collected.in compliance with acprediting agencies and state and federal VOL
mandates.
Comment:

4. Valid procedures are utilized to analyze data and identify discrepancies between VOL
the current program and the standards in this document.
Comment:

10.3 Reporting
An assessment report containing data, notations of discrepancies, andrecommendations
is made annually.

1. Findings from the data collection and analysis efforts are disseminated to the VOL
evaluator, the evaluatee. and to appropriate decision makers.
Comment:

2 Discrepancies between program status and standards are reported to appropriate V 0
decision makers
Comment:

3 Recommendations for correcting deficiencies are reported to apppropriate VOL
decision makers
Comment:
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10.4 Decision Making
(---.) . Decisions for program improvement are based upon the assessment report

1,A written course of action is developed for overcoming each deficiency
Comment:

1

C.

2. Priorities are determined and actions are implemented to correct deficiencies.
Comment:

VOL

VOA

3. The effectiveness of the courses of action taken is assessed. VOA
Comment:

..,

Summary for Profile
13 Number of standards for this topic ,

Minus number of below standards marked
,.

Total number of standards met and exceeded'
(Use this total to fill in the bar. graph for this standard
topic on the Industrial Arts Pror ,am Kofile).

Summary of ComMents
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Assessment
Forms

Industrial Arts Program Profile
Deficiency Correction Report
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Assessment 61

. Industrial Arts Program Profile
STANDARD TOPIC 1:° PHILOSOPHY

0 4 8 12 16

0 25°10 50% 75% 100%

STANDARD TOPIC 2: INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM
0 5 10 20 25

25% 50 %' 75%

STANDARD TOPIC 3: STUDENT P PULATIONS SERVED
0

0 25°/;

100%

9

50% 75% 100%

STANDARD TOPIC 4: INSTRUCTIONAL STAFF
0 5 10 15 20A

1Jr

25

.

% 50T; 75%r 100%

STANDARD TOPIC 5: ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION
0 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 33t 1 &&&&&I IA

100%0 25%

STANDARD TOPIC 6: SUPPORT SYSTEMS
0 3 6 9 12 15

50%

18 21 24

75%-i

27 30 33 36

25% 50% 75%-

STANDARU TOPIC 7: INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES
0 4I A l 8I 1

12

0 25%

STANDARD TOPIC 8: PUBLIC RELATIONS

0 3 6

50%

9 12

75%

15

0 25%

STANDARD TOPIC 9: SAFETY AND HEALTH

0 5 10 15

50%

20 25 30

75%

35 40

0 25%

STANDARD TOPIC 10: EV'LUATION PROCESS
0 4

- 50%

8

75%

0 25%. 50%' 75%
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100%

16t-

100%

18

100%

45

100%
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Deficiency Correction Report

School: Reported by: Date.

Item for Which Program is Below Standard-

Topic Number. Page Number Standard Number

Statement of Deficiency.

Priority for Correction: High Medium Low (circle one)

-Person(s) Responsible for Correcting Deficiency.

Plan for Overcoming Deficiency:

Resources Required

Estimated Cost S

Estimated Completion Date

Date Standard Met
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